Enter Wellness.

Unlike other massage chairs you may have experienced, the new AcuTouch® 6.1 immerses you in a therapeutic massage that is truly fully encompassing with its 3D Flexglide® 360 massage technology and S-track system. Designed to completely envelop you in wellness, comfort and luxury, this revolutionary chair invites you to experience a remarkable array of therapeutic massage features and smart conveniences. Take a seat in this stylish re-imagination of the utilitarian massage chair, grab the LCD controller, and escape to a world where pain, stress and discomfort are distant memories. Enter the AcuTouch® 6.1. Enter Wellness.
1. **3D Flexglide® 360 Massage Technology & S-Track System**
   Every contour of your body is therapeutically massaged by unparalleled flexibility and seamless glide along with an S-track system that follows the natural curve of the spine down to the lower lumbar area of the back.

2. **Auto-Immersion Experience**
   Indulge in nine Human Touch Wellness Council-designed Auto Immersion Programs that focus on full-body, shoulders and lower back, and an effective collection of therapeutic relaxation and recovery programs.

3. **Targeted Massage Programs**
   Remedy those trouble spots and rejuvenate the mind and body with twelve targeted techniques that stretch, loosen and relax specific muscle groups, from the shoulders to the lower back. Set massage zone lengths to 3, 6 or 9 inches.

4. **Cloud Touch Massage**
   Relax as if floating on air while the strategically placed active contours located at the shoulders, hips, seat and arms help to lift, squeeze, manipulate, and massage the body.

5. **Foot & Calf Massager With Patented Figure-Eight® Technology**
   Refreshes and invigorates sore muscles while circulating blood from the feet toward the core of the body.

---

**5-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY**
- 5-Years Structural
- 3-Years Parts
- 1-Year In-Home Service

**DIMENSIONS:**
- Chair Reclined Dimensions: 70”L x 29”W x 32”H
- Chair Upright Dimensions: 56”L x 29”W x 45”H
- Seat Width: 17”
- Product Weight (out of box): 156 lbs.
- Maximum Weight Load: 285 lbs.

**PART NUMBERS**
- Black SofHyde 100-AT61-001
- Espresso SofHyde 100-AT61-002
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